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Figure 1: Views on the conditions studied in the experiment on effects of hand representations for typing in VR. From left to right: NoHand, IKHand,
Fingertip and VideoHand.

or names. Further, they require some degree of training due to
their unfamiliarity to some users, compared to standard desktop and
touchscreen keyboards that users are already familiar and proficient
with. In addition, we believe a VR headset coupled with a keyboard can become an enabler for a full portable office in which a
user can enjoy a motion-independent robust and immersive virtual
office environment (Figure 2). For instance, users of touchdown
spaces might find convenient to be able to carry their personalized
large office configuration with multiple displays along with them in
very tiny spaces.
However, while direct transplantation of standard keyboards to
VR is viable, there are critical design parameters that should be
investigated since it is plausible they affect performance. In a companion paper [7] we investigate the performance of physical and
touch keyboards and physical/virtual co-location for VR text entry.
In this paper we focus specifically on investigating the method
for virtually representing a user’s hands in VR in several different
ways. One possibility is to not reveal the hands at all, or resort to
simply visually indicate to the user the actual pressed keys [40].

Abstract

Alphanumeric text entry is a challenge for Virtual Reality (VR)
applications. VR enables new capabilities, impossible in the real
world, such as an unobstructed view of the keyboard, without occlusion by the user’s physical hands. Several hand representations
have been proposed for typing in VR on standard physical keyboards. However, to date, these hand representations have not been
compared regarding their performance and effects on presence for
VR text entry. Our work addresses this gap by comparing existing
hand representations with minimalistic fingertip visualization. We
study the effects of four hand representations (no hand representation, inverse kinematic model, fingertip visualization using spheres
and video inlay) on typing in VR using a standard physical keyboard with 24 participants. We found that the fingertip visualization
and video inlay both resulted in statistically significant lower text
entry error rates compared to no hand or inverse kinematic model
representations. We found no statistical differences in text entry
speed.
Index Terms: H.5.2: [ User Interfaces - Input devices and strategies.]
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Introduction

Text entry in Virtual Reality (VR) is an important feature for many
tasks, such as note taking, messaging and annotation. Existing
consumer-grade VR systems, such as HTC Vive, Oculus Rift, Sony
PSVR or Samsung’s Gear VR, often rely on indirect control of
a virtual pointer using hand-held controllers or head or gaze direction. However, these methods are limited in performance and
consequently mostly used to enter short texts, such as passwords
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Figure 2: A vision of a portable virtual office enabled by VR.
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